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Act he is not a person recognized under section eight of the
Act as legitimated, and that he is therefore precluded from
petitioning for a declaration of his status ? This would obviously
not be a sensible interpretation and is probably not a necessary
one. A person does not cease to be recognized as legitimated
in accordance with the requirements of a statute merely because
he is alternatively recognizable as legitimated in accordance
with common law requirements. It is probably true that in
most cases the father does not change his domicil between the
birth of his child and his marriage to the mother, and therefore,
if the subsection is restrictively interpreted, the declaratory
jurisdiction will not be available to the majority of persons
legitimated by the marriage of their parents.
It will be noticed that the jurisdiction to make a declaration T^ two
of status differs according to whether the petition relates to tSJJ1*"
legitimacy or to legitimation. In the former case, the petitioner contrasted
must be a British subject, or a person claiming British nation-
ality or a claimant of property situated in England, but in the
case of legitimation there are no restrictions as to person, and
the jurisdiction may be invoked even by a foreigner domiciled
abroad. A petitioner cannot, of course, obtain a declaration
that he is a legitimated person unless the status has derived
from the marriage of his parents.
A declaration of status, whether of legitimacy or legitimation, Effect of a
operates in rem. It binds the Crown and all other persons, but itdcclaratlon
does not prejudice any person if it is obtained by fraud or
collusion nor any person who has not been cited or made a
party to the proceedings.1
/T) ADOPTION
^English adoptions. Adoption, the process by which an infant is Method of
brought into the family of the a^kmter, was introduced into j^JJJ in
England by the Adoption Act, v^Q^ whickr3ras replaced by
the Act of fcKte and finally by tRgTAct of(i9jff» Unlike the
case in some\>tAer"countrieSj adoption can bVcffected only by
an order of the High Court, County Court, or magistrates'
court, after a judicial inquiry directed mainly to ensuring that
such an order will be for the welfare of the infant.
The effect of an order is to take away from the infant what- General
ever legal benefits nature conferred upon him and to transfer
all obligations towards him to the adoptive parents who by
1 Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950, s. 17 (5).

